
BTEC Sport 

KS4- 

Form of homework tasks set; 

 Ongoing projects unit 2- extension task M/A 

 Worksheets 

 Revision 

 Research tasks 

 SAM (sample Assessment Material) 

Homework should be completed neatly in books to the same standard as classwork with any 

worksheets stuck in. Also the homework should be clearly labelled ‘HWK’ and should have a date 

and title underlined. 

Useful websites/APPS/texts – can be added to class books for reference through the course, 

alongside ‘presentation mats’. 

If any help is needed see the subject teacher, who will be able to give assistance. 

 

Drama and Performing arts 

KS3/ KS4 

Normally no official homework will be set, however it is expected that pupils are ready for their 

drama performance; 

 Props should be collected 

 A script is written if necessary 

KS4 

Pupils are expected to write up the events of every lesson and prepare themselves for what is 

needed for their next lesson. 

If any help or guidance is needed see Mr Tuck who can help with an issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Science 

KS3 

Homework should be completed neatly in books to the same standard as classwork with any 

worksheets stuck in. Also the homework should be clearly labelled ‘HWK’ and should have a date 

and title underlined 

Homework is set once a week and is usually; 

 Research 

 Keyword based 

 Revision-(before assessments)  

Revision guides are available for extra help for £4. 

Useful link:  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/keystage_3/activities/science1.shtml 

KS4 

Homework is set twice a week and is usually; 

 Exam style questions 

 A 6 marker question 

 Independent Study 

 Revision-(before assessments) 

Revision guides are available for core and additional science for £5 

They are also available for separate sciences for £3 each. 

Useful Links 

 O2 Learn - A useful revision aid with videos on a variety of science topics. Search for videos by 

topic and level. 

 S-cool - Choose an activity, revise it, test it and remember it! S-cool includes overviews, exam style 

questions, multiple choice questions and revision summaries on a range of GCSE science topics. 

 GCSE Bitesize - A classic revision aid with subject overviews, interactive activities and questions on 

a variety of GCSE science topics  

Also the OCR Science APP for SMART phones 

St Damian’s blog          http://chemistrystdamians.blogspot.co.uk 

Revision guides for Core and Additional Science and the Separate Sciences are available for the 

Science Department and highly recommended.  

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/keystage_3/activities/science1.shtml
https://www.o2learn.co.uk/o2_video-channel.php
http://www.s-cool.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/
http://chemistrystdamians.blogspot.co.uk/

